When I was a kid, I would come home from school and make my own books. I would simply staple blank pages together and then fill those blank pages with words and pictures. Why would I do this? Because writing is using your imagination on paper and there is nothing more fun than using your imagination! This book, Nightmare on Eat Street is a book that I wrote after-school in the 4th grade. I’ve worked so hard on improving my craft, I am now using my imagination as my full-time job as a published author/illustrator.

Happy reading (and writing),
Jarrett J. Krosoczka

PS: This is what I looked like when I was in the fourth grade→
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Once Iggy Egg and the gang were walking on East Street. They saw a creepy house with its front door open. They decided to walk in. Tom Tomato went in first without knowing there would be a trapdoor.
But when Tom Tomatoe walked in he knew there was a trap door.

After he fell in the trap door closed and everyone else in the creepy house. But when they all got in the door closed and locked itself. The Freaky French fries got so scared that they ran quickly up the stairs.
Now back to Tom Tomato. He was extremely frightened. Meanwhile, Peter Pumpkin fell through the same trapdoor as Tom Tomato. Mysteriously, the trapdoor closed again. Luckily, Peter Pumpkin landed on the knife Nickers.
Now let's go back to the Friekey Frenchfries. Not noticing it, the Friekey Frenchfries were being watched by Butch.

Blender.
Luckily Loui Lettuce went up to see the Fry Fries. When he saw Butch Blender he shouted to the Frierky Frenchfries.

Meanwhile in the basement, Peter Pumpin fell on the Knife Vickers so hard that hey fell through the floor.
The only problem they had is how to get out. At the same time, new ones sit in a seat.

Their seats fall back and are replaced with Brenda Bread and Tom Bread.
They found themselves in a room with Tim Toaster.

Now back to the Friendly Frenchie fries and Loui lettuce. The Friendly Frenchie move out of the way just in time.
Butch Blender got mad and chased the Fries. But Loui Lettuce
Fries. But Loui Lettuce
Butch Blender. Then Butch
Butch hits a bar through the window.
At the same time, Iggy Egg found a passage way to the Basement. When he got to the end of the passage way he freed Tom Tomatoe and Pete Pumpkin.

Meanwhile, Barry Butter and the Dunky Doughnuts lean against a wall. The wall turns. Barry Butter and the Dunky Doughnuts find themselves in a room with Minnie Microwave and Mike Mouth.
Minnie takes Barry and puts him in her oven part. Derrick and Donut (two of the Dunky Doughnuts) try to help Barry out while Davey Doughnut is being chased by Mike Mouth.
Meanwhile, Tim Toaster has caught Tom Bread and toasts him.

Luckily, Al Apple found Tom Bread and Brenda Bread. Al got Tom Bread out before he was burned. (Now Tom Bread is known as Tom Toast.) Al, Brenda, and Tom escape from Tim Toaster.
At the same time Danny and Derrick Doughnut get Barry Butter out and Davey Doughnut puts Mike Mouth in the closet. Then they escape from Minnie Microwave. When everyone was together they broke out of the creepy house.